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ABSTRACT
Workflow views abstract groups of tasks in a workflow into
high level composite tasks, in order to reuse sub-workflows
and facilitate provenance analysis. However, unless a view
is carefully designed, it may not preserve the dataflow be-
tween tasks in the workflow, i.e., it may not be sound. Un-
sound views can be misleading and cause incorrect prove-
nance analysis.

This paper studies the problem of efficiently identifying
and correcting unsound workflow views with minimal changes.
In particular, given a workflow view, we wish to split each
unsound composite task into the minimal number of tasks,
such that the resulting view is sound. We prove that this
problem is NP-hard by reduction from independent set. We
then propose two local optimality conditions (weak and strong),
and design polynomial time algorithms for correcting un-
sound views to meet these conditions. Experiments show
that our proposed algorithms are effective and efficient, and
that the strong local optimality algorithm produces better
solutions than the weak local optimality algorithm with lit-
tle processing overhead.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.2.2 [Graph Theory]: Graph algorithms; H.2.8 [Database
Applications]: Scientific databases

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Theory

Keywords
Workflow, View, Soundness, Provenance, Network, Connec-
tivity

1. INTRODUCTION
Technological advances have enabled the capture of mas-

sive amount of data in many different domains, taking us
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a step closer to solving complex problems such as global
climate change and uncovering the secrets hidden in genes.
Workflow management systems [4, 21, 12, 5, 6, 27, 26, 28]
are therefore increasingly used for managing and analyzing
these data, allowing users to specify complex, multi-step,
“in-silico” experiments or analyses. To ensure reproducibil-
ity and verifiability of results, many workflow systems are
now providing support for provenance [14, 13, 22, 31, 7].

The provenance of a data item is the sequence of steps
used to produce the data, together with the intermediate
data and parameters used as input to those steps. In general,
it can be thought of as a graph which captures the causal
dependencies between entities such as data and processes (a
provenance graph [2]), and queries of provenance as calcu-
lating transitive closures of dependencies [16]. As workflows
become large and complex, the sizes of provenance graphs
as well as the cost of answering transitive closure queries
become problematic, and a number of techniques have re-
cently been proposed for reducing the size of provenance
graphs and the complexity of calculating provenance infor-
mation [16, 8, 5, 6].

In this paper, we explore the use of views for efficient
provenance analysis. By abstracting groups of tasks in a
workflow into high level composite tasks, a view can hide ir-
relevant details and be much smaller than the original work-
flow. Thus analyzing provenance queries that involve tran-
sitive closures at the view level can be more efficient than
that at the workflow level.

As an example, consider the workflow in Figure 1(a) which
describes a common analysis in molecular biology: Phyloge-
nomic inference of protein biological function. Tasks are
modeled as nodes in a directed graph, where edges represent
data dependencies between the tasks. Note that the graph
itself is the provenance graph for the final output – a Phy-
logenomic tree – and that the data items flowing between
tasks have been omitted for simplicity. In this workflow,
users first select a set of entries in the GenBank database
(1), and split the entries (2) to extract a set of sequences
(6), and a set of annotations (3). The retrieved annotations
are then curated (4) and formatted (5) to be served as input
to building a Phylogenomic tree (11). For the extracted se-
quences, an alignment is performed (7) and then formatted
(8). Other annotations for the sequences (9) may also be
considered and processed (10) to serve as input to (11). A
Phylogenomic tree will then be built and displayed (12).

A view is constructed by abstracting the task(s) in each
dotted box into a composite task and preserving all the inter-
composite task edges. For instance, Figure 1(b) is workflow
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Figure 1: Sample Workflow Specification and View
of Building Phylogenomic Tree

view of (a). As we can see, the composite task Build Phylo
Tree (19) consists of four atomic tasks, and simplifies the
provenance graph for users who are not interested in the
details of checking additional annotations. Such a view pre-
serves the dataflow between adjacent tasks, however, it does
not guarantee that the transitive closure of the edges, the
paths, can also be preserved.

In fact, unless a view is carefully designed, it may not pre-
serve the dataflow between two composite tasks, and thus
can be misleading and cause incorrect provenance analysis.
For example, suppose the user found that the formatted se-
quence output by task (18) in a workflow execution is not
good, and would like to check its provenance with respect to
the view in Figure 1(b). Based on the view, all the outputs
of tasks (13), (14), (15) and (16) will be considered as the
provenance of the output of task (18), as there are paths
from each of them to task (18). This is, nevertheless, incor-
rect. There is no path between node (3) (which is the same
as (14)) and (8) (which is the same as (18)) in the workflow
in Figure 1(a), i.e., the output of task (14) is not part of
the provenance of the output of task (18) according to the
original workflow. Provenance analysis based on this view
would therefore be incorrect.

Ideally, a view should preserve all the data dependen-
cies between two composite tasks, without adding or re-
moving paths. We call such a view sound with respect
to provenance. Although it would seem natural to design
views which are sound, our survey of workflow designs in a
well-curated workflow repository [4] revealed unsound views.
Furthermore, existing tools for constructing views (e.g., [5,
6]) do not guarantee this soundness property.

Our focus in this paper is therefore on diagnosing and
correcting unsound views. First, we formally define what
it means for a view to be sound. However, detecting an
unsound view according to its definition is intractable. We
thus define an equivalent problem of identifying unsound
composite tasks in a view, which can be efficiently achieved.

Then we design algorithms to correct unsound composite

tasks. Two alternatives can be pursued for correcting an
unsound task: splitting it into multiple smaller tasks, or
merging it with other tasks. Note that splitting composite
tasks refines the initial view and provides more provenance
information. In contrast, merging tasks loses information, as
tasks that are important to the user may be invisible after
the merger. Therefore, in this paper we focus on techniques
that resolve an unsound view by splitting unsound composite
tasks rather than merging them.

Our goal is to correct an unsound view by splitting its un-
sound composite tasks to a minimal number of tasks, each
of which is sound. We show that this problem is NP-hard by
reduction from the independent set problem. To efficiently
tackle this hard problem, we propose two optimality criteria:
weak local optimality and strong local optimality. A weakly
local optimal solution is one in which no two tasks split
from the same composite task can be merged into a sound
task, and a strongly local optimal solution is one in which
no any number of tasks split from the same composite task
can be merged. We show that weak local optimality can be
easily achieved with an O(n2) algorithm. However, achiev-
ing strong local optimality is much more challenging, as the
straightforward approach takes exponential time. We then
present a cleverer algorithm which achieves strong local opti-
mality in polynomial time O(n3). The proposed algorithms
are much more efficient than the algorithm which produces
an optimal solution. The strongly local optimal algorithm
often has comparable performance to the weakly local opti-
mal algorithm, and produces solutions that are comparable
to the optimal one.

Soundness diagnosis and correction can be done either by
making suggestions while users are constructing a view, or
by correcting unsound views after the view is created. At
construction time, once a composite task is specified, we can
check and correct it immediately; then the user can proceed
to specify other composite tasks. Our proposed approach
is applicable to all workflow views, including user-specified
views in existing workflow repositories (e.g., Kepler, MyEx-
periment) and those built by users [4, 21, 15, 25, 11] or
view-construction tools [12, 5, 6, 23]. In addition, while we
motivate the sound view problem in the application of work-
flow provenance, this problem is general for diverse types
of network data, such as computer networks, electronic cir-
cuits, protein-protein interactions; and our proposed tech-
niques can generate network views that correctly preserve
node connectivity.

The contributions of our work include:

• This work initiates a novel research problem: how to
generate views that can correctly preserve the dataflows
of a network, and proposes the notation of “sound
views”. We motivate this problem in a real applica-
tion: provenance analysis in workflows.

• We design algorithms to efficiently validate workflow
views and identify unsound composite tasks.

• We prove that the problem of correcting an unsound
task by splitting it into a minimum number of sound
tasks is NP-hard.

• We design efficient algorithms for correcting unsound
tasks which produce solutions of different forms of local
optimality in polynomial time.

• A system for resolving unsound views was developed
and verified for its efficiency and effectiveness through



experimental studies. This provides an effective tool
to guide the design of workflow views.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces the general workflow model and the definition of
view. Section 3 defines sound views, formulates the View
Soundness Problem (VSP) and its equivalent problem: Task
Soundness Problem (TSP). Section 4 introduces two opti-
mality criteria, weak local optimality and strong local opti-
mality, and presents algorithms which achieve each criterion
for unsound view correction. Experimental results are pre-
sented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work, and
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the background on a general

workflow model and views.

Definition 2.1: A workflow specification W is a directed
graph where each node corresponds to a task and each edge
indicates the dataflow between two tasks. N(W ) denotes
the node set of W , and E(W ) the edge set.

A view is a directed graph that is an abstraction of a
workflow specification by grouping some tasks along with
their edges together into single tasks, as defined in [5, 6, 4,
20, 23]. In other words, each task in a view corresponds to
a group of tasks in the workflow specification.

For example, consider the workflow specification in Fig-
ure 2(a). A sample view is shown in Figure 2(b), where all
the nodes in (a) are mapped to a single task M . (c) and (d)
are another two views of (a), where each dotted rectangle
denotes a composite task. The formal definition of view is
given below.

Definition 2.2: A view V of workflow specification W is a
directed graph induced by a partition of the nodes N(W ):
{P1, P2, ..., Pn} such that ∅ 6= Pi ⊆ N(W ), Pi ∩ Pj = ∅ for
i 6= j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n), and P1 ∪ P2 ∪ ... ∪ Pn = N(W ).

• The node set of V , N(V ), is defined by a bijection

from the partition to N(V ), Φ : 2N(W ) −→ N(V ).
∀Pi, ∃Ti = Φ(Pi) ∈ N(V ). Conversely, ∀Ti ∈ N(V ),
∃Pi, such that Φ−1(Ti) = Pi.

• The edge set of V , E(V ), is defined by a surjection
from E(W ) to E(V ), Ψ : E(W ) −→ E(V ). ∀l ∈ E(W )
from tm to tn, tm ∈ Pi, tn ∈ Pj . If i 6= j, Ψ(l) =
L ∈ E(V ), where L is an edge from Φ(Pi) to Φ(Pj);
conversely, l = Ψ−1(L). Otherwise if i = j, Ψ(l) = ε.

• Each T ∈ N(V ) is called a composite task, and each
t ∈ N(W ) an atomic task. An edge l ∈ E(W ) is called
an intra-group edge with respect to V if Ψ(l) = ε, and
an inter-group edge otherwise.

Intuitively, Φ maps each group in a partition in the work-
flow specification to a composite task in the view. An inter-
group edge l is mapped by Ψ to an edge which connects two
composite tasks in the view, while an intra-group edge is
mapped to ε.

3. VIEW AND TASK SOUNDNESS PROB-
LEM

In this section we define sound views, and formulate the
view soundness problem and task soundness problem. We
then prove that both problems are NP-hard.

3.1 Sound Views
According to Definition 2.2, a view preserves the edges

among composite tasks. Specifically, there is an edge from
composite task Ti to Tj in the view, if and only if there
exists ti ∈ Pi = Φ−1(Ti) and tj ∈ Pj = Φ−1(Tj) in the
corresponding workflow specification, such that there is an
edge from ti to tj . This is a desirable property of a view, as
such a view preserves the dataflow between adjacent tasks.

Intuitively, we may think that the transitive closure of
an edge – a path – in the workflow is also preserved in the
view, and thus both immediate (i.e., shallow) provenance
and transitive (i.e., deep) provenance are correctly captured
in the view. Unfortunately, this is not the case. As dis-
cussed in Section 1, a view, which preserves the edges by
definition, may not preserve the paths in the workflow spec-
ification. In particular, a view may have a path between two
tasks which actually does not exist in the workflow specifi-
cation. Consider the view in Figure 2(b), since M is viewed
as a single task, there is a path consisting of edges L1 and
L5. However, in the workflow specification, there is no path
that includes both l1 = Ψ−1(L1) and l5 = Ψ−1(L5). This
view, therefore, does not preserve the paths in the workflow
specification. Such a view conveys incorrect dataflow infor-
mation and thus is misleading and may lead to incorrect
provenance analysis.

We call a view that preserves the paths in the correspond-
ing workflow specification as a sound view, and unsound view
otherwise, formally defined in the following definition.

Definition 3.1: A view V of a workflow specification W is
sound if the following conditions hold:

1. ∀Ti, Tj ∈ N(V ), for any path from Ti to Tj consisting
of edges L1.L2. · · · .Lp, there exists a path in W con-
sisting of edges Ψ−1(L1).C1.Ψ

−1(L2).C2. · · · .Cp−1.Ψ
−1(Lp),

where Cm(1 ≤ m ≤ p−1) is a path consisting of intra-
group edges only.

2. ∀ti, tj ∈ N(W ), for any path from ti to tj consisting
of edges l1.l2. · · · .lp, there is a path in V consisting of
edges Ψ(l1).Ψ(l2). · · · .Ψ(lp).

As we can see, a view is sound if and only if it preserves
the paths, that is, for any path p in the view, there is a cor-
responding path p′ in the workflow specification, and vice
versa. A path p in the view corresponds to a path p′ in
the workflow specification if p′ consists of the mapping Ψ of
edges in p, with possibe intra-group edges in between. For
example, Figure 2(c) is a sound view: for any path in Fig-
ure 2(c), there is a corresponding path in (a). For instance,
the corresponding path in the workflow specification of path
L1.L2.L4 is l1.l2.l3.l4, where l1, l2 and l4 map to L1, L2 and
L4, and l3 is an intra-group edge. Besides, for any path in
(a), there is also a corresponding path in (c).

Our focus in this paper is to determine unsound views and
refine an unsound view into a sound one, e.g., Figure 2(b)
is determined to be an unsound view, and (c), (d) are two
possible refinements of (b). Next we discuss how to deter-
mine unsound views, then define a view soundness problem,
whose goal is to refine an unsound view with minimal cost.
We then transform it to an equivalent problem called task
soundness problem, and prove it to be NP-hard.
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Figure 2: Sound versus Unsound Views

3.2 Determining Unsound Views
We first need to check whether a view is sound. However,

it is very expensive to do so by directly applying Defini-
tion 3.1, as we will need to check if every path in the view
satisfies condition 1, and every path in the data satisfies con-
dition 2 in Definition 3.1. Even if we do not count cycles,
the number of paths in a workflow specification is exponen-
tial to the number of tasks. Thus checking view soundness
by checking paths is intractable.

Interestingly, we discover that, to check view soundness, it
is sufficient to check the paths between the input and output
of each composite tasks, which can be done in polynomial
time. We define the soundness of a task in a view, and show
that a view is sound if and only if all its tasks are sound.
This property scales the problem down to task-level, such
that we can check the soundness of each task to determine
the soundness of a view, and later on correct each unsound
task individually to resolve an unsound view.

Definition 3.2: Given a composite task T , T.in denotes
the atomic tasks in T that receive input from some atomic
task t /∈ T , and T.out denotes the atomic tasks in T that
send output to some atomic task t /∈ T .

Definition 3.3: A composite task T in a workflow view is
sound if and only if ∀ti ∈ T.in and ∀to ∈ T.out, there is a
directed path from ti to to which is composed of nodes in
Φ−1(T ) and intra-group edges.

As an example, the composite task M in Figure 2(b)
is unsound because there is no path from a, e ∈ M.in to
m ∈ M.out. All composite tasks in Figure 2 (c) and (d) are
sound.

Proposition 3.1: A view V of a workflow specification W
is sound if and only if all composite tasks in V are sound.

Proof. ⇒: Suppose V is a sound view, but it contains
an unsound task T . Since T is unsound, ∃ti ∈ T.in and
to ∈ T.out, such that there is no directed path from ti to to

which is composed of intra-group edges in T . Assume that

an incoming edge of ti is li, and an outgoing edge of to is lj .
Let Li = Φ(li) and Lj = Φ(lj).

In V , there is a path Li.Lj . By Definition 3.1, there should
be a path in the workflow specification, such that it consists
of li, lj and intra-group edges in T . However, there is no
such path, which is a contradiction to the assumption that
V is a sound view. Thus, we can conclude that if a view V
of a workflow specification is sound, then all the composite
tasks in V are sound.
⇐: Suppose all the composite tasks in V are sound. Take

any path p in V consisting of edges L1.L2. · · · .Lp. Let li =
Ψ−1(Li)(1 ≤ i ≤ p), and let the endpoints of li be ni1 and
ni2. Consider a path consisting of nodes n11, n12, n21, n22, · · · ,
np1, np2 in the workflow specification. Each ni1 and ni2 are
connected by edge li, and each ni2 and ni+1,1 must be the
same task, or belong to the same composite task. Since each
composite task in V is sound, there is a path from ni2 to
ni+1,1 for all i consisting of intra-group edges. Therefore,
the entire path consisting of edges li and intra-group edges,
which means V satisfies condition 1 of Definition 3.1.

By Definition 2.2, it is easy to prove that V satisfies con-
dition 2 as well. Therefore, V is a sound view.

According to Proposition 3.1, we can check whether a view
is sound by checking whether each composite task in the
view is sound. To check the soundness of a composite task,
we simply need to check whether there is a directed path
composed of intra-group edges from every input to every
output of the task, which can be done efficiently. Therefore
we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2: Checking whether a view is sound can
be done in polynomial time with respect to the number of
tasks in the workflow specification.

Proof. A polynomial time algorithm that checks sound-
ness of a view is given in Section 4.1 (Algorithm 1). Thus
the proof is omitted.

3.3 Refining Unsound Views
To make a view sound, according to Proposition 3.1, we

can make each composite task in the view sound. As dis-



cussed in Section 1, we only correct unsound composite tasks
by splitting them for finer granularity. Therefore, we define
the notion of view refinement as follows.

Definition 3.4: A view V1 of workflow W is a refine-
ment of another view V0 of W if and only if ∀T1 ∈ N(V1),
∃T0 ∈ N(V0), such that Φ−1

1 (T1) ⊆ Φ−1
0 (T0). The set of

tasks {T1|Φ−1
1 (T1) ⊆ Φ−1

0 (T0)}, which can be viewed as a
split of T0, is called a group and denoted as S(T0). A refine-
ment/split is sound if the resulting view is sound.

According to Definition 3.4, a refinement of an unsound
view V0 is to split some composite tasks into smaller tasks
to create a finer grained view V1. For example, the unsound
view in Figure 2(b) is refined into (c) by splitting task M
in (b) into eight smaller tasks shown in dotted rectangles in
(c), each of which is sound.

Definition 3.5: Given a view V0, the cost of splitting a
task T0 in V0 into a set of tasks S(T0) in V1 is defined as
cost(T0, S(T0)) = |S(T0)| − 1. The cost of refining the view
V0 to another view V1 is given as:
cost(V0, V1) =

∑
T0∈N(V0) cost(T0, S(T0)).

Considering the split of one task into two tasks as an
atomic edit operation, our cost function is equivalent as the
edit distance between the original view and the refined view.
In Figure 2, the cost of refining (b) into (c) is 7, while the
cost of refining (b) into (d) is only 4. In fact, the view in
(d) is the refinement of (b) with minimum cost.

Given an unsound view, we would like to refine it with
minimum cost, thus we define the following view soundness
problem.

Definition 3.6: View Soundness Problem (VSP): Given
an unsound view V0, find a sound refinement V1 such that
cost(V0, V1) is minimized over all sound refinements of V0.

According to Proposition 3.1, VSP can be converted to
a task soundness problem (TSP, Definition 3.7). Also, ac-
cording to the cost of refinement in Definition 3.5, it is easy
to see that to refine a view with minimum cost, we should
split each unsound task in the view into the smallest number
of sound tasks. In the rest of this paper, we focus on the
discussion of TSP.

Definition 3.7: Task Soundness Problem (TSP): Given
an unsound task T0, find a sound split S(T0) such that
cost(T0, S(T0)) is minimized among all the sound splits of
T0.

3.4 NP-hardness of Task Soundness Problem
The decision problem of TSP is defined as: Given a di-

rected graph, can we divide it into at most S disjoint sub-
graphs, such that for each subgraph, each of its inputs can
reach each of its outputs?

We prove the NP-completeness of this problem by reduc-
tion from the independent set problem. We first introduce
two definitions and a proposition, and then prove the NP-
completeness.

Definition 3.8: A complete bipartite task of size p, Kp, is
defined as follows:

1. There are two sets of nodes, a1, · · · , ap and b1, · · · , bp.

2. ai ∈ Kp.in(1 ≤ i ≤ p), bi ∈ Kp.out(1 ≤ i ≤ p).

3. There is an edge from each ai(1 6 i 6 p) to each
bj(1 6 j 6 p).

For example, the composite task shown in Figure 3(a) is
K3.

Definition 3.9: The join of two complete bipartite tasks of
size p, Kp and K′

p, is defined as follows:
Let the nodes of Kp be a1, · · · , ap, b1, · · · , bp, and the

nodes of K′
p be a′1, · · · , a′p, b′1, · · · , b′p. Before the join, all

nodes in Kp and K′
p are called open nodes.

1. Randomly select an open node n1 in b1, · · · , bp (or
b′1, · · · , b′p), and another open node n2 in a′1, · · · , a′p
(or a1, · · · , ap).

2. Remove the output of n1 and the input of n2, and
merge the nodes.

After the join, the merged node (n1, n2) is called a closed
node.

For example, consider K3 and K′
3 in Figure 3(a). If the

open nodes b1 and a′3 are selected, then the joined task is
shown in Figure 3(b), which is an unsound task.

Similarly, we can join multiple complete bipartite tasks
by joining every pair of them, and it is easy to see that the
resulting task must be unsound.

Proposition 3.3: Suppose there is an unsound task T ,
which is the result of joining some pairs of M complete bipar-
tite tasks of size p, (Kp)1, · · · , (Kp)M . Then, in any sound
refinement of this task, the following statements hold:

1. Each resulting task must be either an entire (Kp)i, or
a single node, and

2. Suppose (Kp)i is a resulting task, then for each (Kp)j

which is joined with (Kp)i (i.e., (Kp)j has a common
node with (Kp)i), each task in (Kp)j must be in a
separate resulting task.

The formal proof is omitted for the space limitation. The
idea of proposition 3.3 is that, for a complete bipartite task,
either all atomic tasks of it are in a group, or each of its
atomic tasks is in a separate group. No other subset of a
complete bipartite task can form a sound group, either by
itself or with nodes from other complete bipartite tasks. In
Figure 3(b), for example, nodes {a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3} either
are in one group, or in six separate groups.

From Proposition 3.3, a minimum cost refinement of joined
bipartite tasks can be obtained. The smallest split of Fig-
ure 3(b) is 6: we can either put {a1, a2, a3, (a

′
3, b1), b2, b3}

into one group and the other five nodes into five groups, or
put {a′1, a′2, (a′3, b1), b

′
1, b

′
2, b

′
3} into one group and the other

five nodes into five groups. Based on this proposition, we
have the following proof of NP-completeness of the decision
version of TSP.

Theorem 3.4: The decision version of TSP is NP-complete.

Proof. The decision version of TSP is in NP, as we can
verify whether a given split of a composite task is sound in
polynomial time.

To prove the NP-completeness, consider an arbitrary in-
stance of the independent set problem. Let G(N, E) be an
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Figure 3: Joining K3 and K′
3

undirected graph. Let m = |N |. The independent set prob-
lem is: Can we find a subset N ′ of N , such that |N ′| ≥ c
and there is no edge between any two nodes in N ′?

Now we construct an instance of TSP. For each node n ∈
N , we prepare a complete bipartite task Km. For every
pair of nodes ni, nj ∈ N that have an edge, we join the
corresponding bipartite tasks, (Km)i and (Km)j . Now, we
get a big composite task T , which is unsound. Suppose T
has M nodes. The following question is asked: Can we split
T into at most (c+M −2cm) groups, such that every group
is sound? It is easy to see that this transformation takes
polynomial time.

Given a solution N ′ of the independent set problem, sup-
pose N ′ has c′ nodes (c′ ≥ c), n1...nc′ . Then in the corre-
sponding TSP, we let each of (Km)1, (Km)2...(Km)c′ form
a group. Since no two of them are joined, this is legal. Each
other node has to be in one group alone. The total number
of groups is thus c′ + M − 2c′m ≤ c + M − 2cm.

Now the other direction. Suppose there is a solution for
TSP. Note that according to Proposition 3.3, each group
either contains a Km or contains a single node. Therefore,
if the number of groups is no more than c+M−2cm, it is easy
to see that there must be at least c such Km, each forming
a group. This means no two of such Km are joined. Then,
we can get a solution N ′ to the independent set problem,
which consists of the corresponding nodes in N .

4. ALGORITHMS
In this section, we first discuss how to discover unsound

tasks in a workflow view efficiently, then propose algorithms
for splitting an unsound composite task into a set of groups,
each of which is a sound task.

We proved in Section 3 that the task soundness problem
is NP-hard. Therefore, instead of aiming for the optimal
solution, we propose two other criteria which, as will be
shown later, can be achieved in polynomial time: weak local
optimality and strong local optimality. An algorithm that
satisfies weak or strong local optimality does not necessar-
ily produce the optimal split for an unsound task, but one
that is “good” in a local sense. We show that weak local op-
timality is easy to achieve (Section 4.2). However, achiev-
ing strong local optimality is much more challenging. We
present in Section 4.3 an algorithm which is strongly local
optimal, as proved in Section 4.4.

4.1 Detecting Unsound Tasks in a Workflow
View

We begin with discussing how to determine whether a
composite task is sound. First, we introduce the notion of
input set.

Algorithm 1 Unsound Task Detection Algorithm

DetectAndCorrect (V )

1: for each T ∈ N(V ) do
2: CalcinSet(T )
3: if !IsSound(T ) then
4: Split(T ) {See Algorithm 2 and 3}
5: end if
6: end for

CalcinSet (T )

1: for each t ∈ T.out do
2: go backwards along dataflow from t to traverse each task

t′
3: if t′ ∈ T.in then
4: t.inSet(T ) = t.inSet(T ) ∪ {t′}
5: end if
6: end for

IsSound (T )

1: for each t ∈ T.out do
2: if t.inSet(T ) 6= T.in then
3: return false
4: end if
5: end for
6: return true

Definition 4.1: In a composite task T , the input set of a
task t ∈ N(T ) with respect to T , denoted as t.inSet(T ), is
a set of nodes N ⊆ T.in, such that ∀n ∈ N , n can reach t
through directed edges.

For example, for the composite task T in Figure 4(a), the
inSet(T ) of each atomic task is annotated next to the atomic
task in Figure 4(b).

According to Definitions 3.3 and 4.1, a task T is sound
if ∀t ∈ T.out, t.inSet(T ) = T.in. For the composite task
in Figure 4(a), we determine that it is unsound because
m.inSet(T ) = {h} while T.in = {a, e, h}.

The algorithm for detecting unsound tasks is presented in
Algorithm 1. For each composite task T in a view V , pro-
cedure DetectAndCorrect calls CalcinSet(V ) to com-
pute inSet(T ) for each task in T.out, which can be obtained
by traversing T . Then it calls IsSound(T ) to check the
soundness of T , and if T is unsound, it calls Split(T ) to
split it (for which it can use Algorithm 2 for weak local op-
timality or Algorithm 3 for strong local optimality).

For each task t ∈ T.out, Algorithm 1 finds t.inSet(T ) by
traversing the task starting from t, which takes O(n2) time,
where n is the number of atomic tasks in T . Therefore, if T
has m output tasks, then the complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(mn2).
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Figure 4: Example about View Correction

4.2 Weakly Local Optimal Algorithm
In this subsection we introduce the weak local optimality

criterion for judging the quality of correcting an unsound
task. Then a polynomial time algorithm satisfying weak
local optimality is presented.

Definition 4.2: If two tasks T1 and T2 can be merged so
that the resulting composite task is sound, then T1 and T2

are combinable, denoted as T1 ³ T2. If a set of tasks T can
be merged so that the resulting composite task is sound,
then we say ³ (T ).

Definition 4.3: A split S = S1, S2, ..., Sn of an unsound
task T is weakly local optimal if and only if there does not
exist Si, Sj ∈ S, Si ³ Sj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n). An algorithm for
the task soundness problem is called a weakly local optimal
algorithm if for any unsound task T , it guarantees to produce
a split which is weakly local optimal.

In short, weak local optimality indicates that any two
groups in the split are not combinable. Weak local optimal-
ity can be achieved by an algorithm which works as follows:

1. Split the given unsound task, such that each group
contains one atomic task.

2. Test whether any two groups are combinable. If so,
merge them.

3. Repeat step 2 until no two groups are combinable.

The pseudo code of this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Procedure Split recursively tries to merge two groups a and
b by calling CanMerge(a, b), which checks whether two
groups a and b are combinable. If there is no edge from
a node in b to a node in a (i.e., b2a is false), then there is
no edge connecting b and a, which means that any node in
b cannot reach any node in a through the nodes in a and
b. Therefore, if b has an input i that does not come from
a (b in = true) and a has an output o that does not go to
b (a out = true), then i cannot reach o through the nodes
in a and b, which means the combination of a and b is not
sound (lines 20-22). It is similar with lines 23-25.

In our running example, Figure 4(a), during the first it-
eration we find that a ³ b, i ³ j and h ³ k, and we merge
these three pairs. During the next iteration, we find that
the group containing h and k can be merged with m, i.e.,
(h, k) ³ m, and put h, k, m in one group. During the third
iteration, no two groups are found to be combinable, and
therefore we stop and output the current split. The result of
splitting the task in Figure 4(a) using Algorithm 2 is shown
in Figure 4(c).

Algorithm 2 obviously gives a split of an unsound task
which is guaranteed to be weakly local optimal. The formal
proof is omitted.

Now we analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 2. Let
n denote the number of atomic tasks in T , thus we initially
have n groups. Each time we execute line 8 to merge two
groups, the total number of groups decreases by 1, thus line
8 is executed at most n times. During each “while” loop,
suppose there are currently p groups (p ≤ n), and line 8 is
executed q times to merge 2q groups into q groups (2q ≤ p).
Then in the next iteration of the“while” loop, we have p−2q
old groups and q new groups, thus the “for” loop will be
executed q2 + q(p− 2q) < pq ≤ nq times. This means that,
each time line 8 is executed in the current “while” loop, it
causes procedure CanMerge (line 7) to execute at most n
times in the next iteration of the “while” loop. In addition,
CanMerge is executed n2 times in the first iteration of
the “while” loop. Therefore, CanMerge is executed O(n2)
times altogether.

The cost of CanMerge can be reduced to O(1) using
a hash table. For each group, the hash table records (1)
whether it has an outgoing or incoming edge to/from each
other group, and (2) the number of its incoming and out-
going edges (multiple outgoing/incoming edges to/from the
same group are counted as 1). Then, each “if” clause in
CanMerge takes O(1) time to compute. Since CanMerge
is executed O(n2) times in the whole process, the total cost
it poses is O(n2). Besides, the hash table needs to be main-
tained every time two groups a and b are merged (line 8 in
Split). For a and b’s entries, we need to merge them in this



Algorithm 2 Weakly Local Optimal Algorithm

Split (T )

1: break T into pieces, i.e., each single task forms a group
2: changed = true
3: while changed = true do
4: changed = false
5: for every pair of new groups (a, b) and every pair of one

old group and one new group (a, b) do
6: {Initially, all groups are new groups. From the 2nd it-

eration, a group is a new group if it is merged from two
groups in the last iteration.}

7: if CanMerge(a, b) then
8: merge a and b
9: changed = true
10: end if
11: end for
12: end while

CanMerge (a, b)

1: a2b = b2a = a in = a out = b in = b out = false
2: if a has an outgoing edge to b then
3: a2b = true
4: end if
5: if a has an incoming edge from b then
6: b2a = true
7: end if
8: if a has more outgoing edges other than the one to b then
9: a out = true
10: end if
11: if a has more incoming edges other than the one from b then
12: a in = true
13: end if
14: if b has more outgoing edges other than the one to a then
15: b out = true
16: end if
17: if b has more incoming edges other than the one from a then
18: b in = true
19: end if
20: if b2a=false AND a out=true AND b in=true then
21: return false
22: end if
23: if a2b=false AND b out=true AND a in=true then
24: return false
25: end if
26: return true

way: for each other group c, (a, b) has an outgoing/incoming
edge to/from c if and only if either a or b does. The number
of outgoing/incomging edges of (a, b) is the summation of
that of a and b, subtracted by the number of groups that
has edges to both a and b plus 1 (because there must be
edge(s) between a and b). This part takes O(n) time. For
each other group c’s entry, we need to update its content.
c has an outgoing/incoming edge to/from (a, b), if and only
if c has an outgoing/incoming edge to/from either a or b.
If c has outgoing/incoming edges to both a and b, then the
number of c’s incoming/outgoing edge is decreased by 1.
This part also takes O(n). Therefore, maintaining the ta-
bles upon a merger takes O(n). Since a merger (line 8 of
Split) can happen at most n times, the total cost is O(n2)
in the whole process.

Therefore, the total time complexity of Algorithm 2 is
O(n2).

4.3 Strongly Local Optimal Algorithm
Running Algorithm 2, which is weakly local optimal, on

the task in Figure 4(a) produces the split shown in Fig-
ure 4(c). As we can see, tasks c, d, f and g in Figure 4(c)
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Figure 5: Strongly Connected Component

are combinable. However, since no two of them are com-
binable, Algorithm 2 fails to put them in a single group.
In this subsection, we propose and discuss a stronger opti-
mization goal, namely strong local optimality, for achieving
better splits of unsound tasks.

Definition 4.4: A split S = S1, S2, ..., Sn of an unsound
task T is strongly local optimal if and only if there does not
exist S ′ ⊂ S, ³ (S ′). An algorithm for the task soundness
problem is called a strongly local optimal algorithm if for
any unsound task T , it guarantees to produce a split which
is strongly local optimal.

Achieving strong local optimality is much more challeng-
ing than achieving weak local optimality. A straightforward
way of achieving strong local optimality is to check whether
any subset of groups are combinable. Since the number of
subsets is exponential with respect to the number of atomic
tasks, this takes exponential time.

Before presenting a clever algorithm that achieves strong
local optimality in polynomial time, we introduce a lemma
and a definition as necessary background.

Lemma 4.1: Given an unsound task T , if there is a strongly
connected component S ⊆ T , then in any strongly local
optimal split of T (hence any optimal split of T as well), all
tasks in S must belong to the same group.

Proof. In Figure 5, an unsound task is split into a num-
ber of groups. All the triangle nodes comprise a strongly
connected component, which is not placed in one group, but
instead separated in n groups G1, G2, ..., Gn. Assume that
the lemma is not true, and this split is strongly local opti-
mal.

Since the triangle nodes are placed in multiple groups, in
any such group, e.g., G1, at least one triangle node, e.g., a,
belongs to G1.out, as it needs to connect to triangle nodes
in another group. For the same reason, in any other such
group, e.g., G2, at least one triangle node b belongs to G2.in.
This indicates that ³ (G1, G2, ..., Gn). The reason is that
for any input i of G1 and any output o of another group G2, i
can reach a through edges in G1 (because G1 is sound), a can
reach b through edges among the triangle nodes, and b can
reach o through edges in G2. This means that each input
of

⋃
(G1, G2, ..., Gn) can reach each of its output through

edges in it, and thus ³ {G1, G2, ..., Gn}, which contradicts
with the assumption that the split is strongly local optimal.

Lemma 4.1 indicates that if an unsound task has a strongly
connected component within it, the nodes in the strongly
connected component can be directly merged into one group.
In the rest of this section, we focus on discussion on unsound
tasks which do not have strongly connected components.

Definition 4.5: In a composite task T , the complete pre-



decessor set of a set of nodes U ⊆ T , denoted as CPS(U),
is a set of nodes P ⊆ T\U , such that for every task p ∈ P ,
each of p’s output edges points to a task in U . The complete
predecessor closure of U , denoted as CPC(U), is equal to
U ∪CPS(U)∪CPS(CPS(U))∪CPS(CPS(CPS(U)))∪ ....

For example, in Figure 4(a), let U = {d, g, i, j}. Then
CPS(U) = {c, f}. h /∈ CPS(U) because h has an output
edge (h → k) that does not point to any task in U . CPC(U)
= {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i, j}.

The concept of CPC is crucial for achieving strong lo-
cal optimality in polynomial time. As to be proved in Sec-
tion 4.4, for any set of nodes S in a composite task T , if there
is a sound group S′ such that S = S′.out, then CPC(S) is
sound. Therefore, we can first split the nodes in T into
separate groups similar as Algorithm 2, then find a set of
groups that can be merged, if there is one, by testing whether
CPC(S) is sound for every possible S.

However, the number of all possible S is exponential. For-
tunately, we do not need to test all of them. We will prove
in Section 4.4 that for any S, if there is a sound group S′

such that S = S′.out, then every node in S have the same
inSet(T ). Therefore, we can cluster the nodes in T accord-
ing to inSet(T ), and iteratively re-cluster until an S is found,
such that CPC(S) is sound.

Now we present an algorithm which guarantees to pro-
duce a strongly local optimal split for any unsound task in
polynomial time. The pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 3.

Similar as Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 first separates each
atomic task in a unique group (lines 3-6 of procedure Split).
In each “while” loop, it computes t.inSet(T ) for each node
t ∈ T (line 9), then clusters the groups in T into C =
{C1, C2, ..., Cc} (line 10). Groups with the same inSet are
placed in the same cluster.

In Figure 4(a), the inSet(T ) of each node is annotated
near the node in Figure 4(b). There are six clusters: C1 =
{a, b}, C2 = {e}, C3 = {h, k, m}, C4 = {c}, C5 = {f},
C6 = {d, g, i, j}.

Then, Algorithm 3 finds the complete predecessor closure
(CPC) of each Ci ∈ C. In our example, CPC(C4) = {b, c},
and CPC(C6) = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i, j}. The CPC of each
other cluster is itself. Each CPC is a potential sound task,
and there cannot be a sound task that contains nodes in two
or more CPCs. Then the algorithm checks each Ci ∈ C to
see whether CPC(Ci) is sound and has at least two nodes
(lines 1-5 of procedure FindSoundCluster). If so, we
merge the groups in CPC(Ci), and then repeat the “while”
loop in Split.

In the running example, there are three sound CPCs
with at least two nodes: CPC(C1) = {a, b}, CPC(C3) =
{h, k, m}, CPC(C4) = {b, c}. We merge one of them, e.g.,
merging b and c. In the next loop, there is only one such
CPC: CPC({h, k, m}) = {h, k, m}, so we merge h, k and
m into one group. Now we have the set of tasks shown in
Figure 4(b).

In the third iteration, there is no sound CPC with at least
two nodes. In this case, we further cluster the nodes in each
Ci with two or more groups based on the inSet with respect
to CPC(Ci) (lines 6-7 of procedure FindSoundCluster),
and recursively do so until the CPC of a cluster is sound,
or no sound CPC containing at least two nodes exists.

Continuing the example, in the third iteration the nodes
in T form five clusters: C1 = {a}, C2 = {(b, c)}, C3 =

Algorithm 3 Strongly Local Optimal Algorithm

Split (T )

1: {Initially, each atomic task in T is represented by a node.
Each atomic task is in a separate group}

2: changed = true
3: group = ∅
4: for each atomic task t ∈ T do
5: group = group ∪ {t}
6: end for
7: while changed = true do
8: changed = false
9: Compute t.inSet(T ) for each node t ∈ T
10: Cluster the groups in T according to their inSet into C =

{C1, C2, ..., Cc}. Nodes with the same inSet are placed in
the same cluster.

11: for each Cj ∈ C do
12: if (soundCluster = FindSoundCluster(Cj)) 6= NULL

then
13: changed = true
14: for each group g ∈ soundCluster do
15: group = group− {g}
16: end for
17: group = group ∪ soundCluster
18: break
19: end if
20: end for
21: end while

FindSoundCluster (cluster)

1: if CPC(cluster) has only 1 node then
2: return NULL
3: else if IsSound(CPC(cluster)) then
4: return CPC(cluster)
5: end if
6: Compute t.inSet(CPC(cluster)) for each node t ∈ cluster
7: Cluster the nodes in cluster according to their inSet into
C = {C1, C2, ..., Cc}. Nodes with the same inSet are placed
in the same cluster.

8: for each Cj ∈ C do
9: if (soundCluster = FindSoundCluster(Cj)) 6= NULL

then
10: return soundCluster
11: end if
12: end for
13: return NULL

{e}, C4 = {(h, k, m)}, C5 = {d, g, i, j}. There is only
one CPC with at least two nodes, which is CPC(C5) =
{a, (b, c), d, e, f, g, i, j} and is unsound. Therefore, we com-
pute the inSet of each node in C5 with respect to CPC(C5),
which is shown next to each node in Figure 4(d). Then we
cluster them accordingly into two clusters: {d, g} and {i, j}.
Now we find that CPC({d, g}) = {(b, c), d, f, g}, which is
sound. Therefore, we merge (b, c), d, f and g into one group.
The procedure is continued until the result is produced as
shown in Figure 4(e).

Now we analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 3. Each
“while” loop in procedure Split merges at least two groups
into one, therefore the “while” loop is executed at most n
times, where n is the number of nodes initially in T . During
each “while” loop, to compute inSet(T ) of the nodes t ∈
T (line 9), we use a pre-calculated reachability matrix of
the graph (which can be built in O(n2) time). Therefore
lines 9-10 take O(n) time. The “for” loop in lines 11-20
recursively processes each cluster Cj ∈ C. If CPC(Cj) is
sound and contains more than one group, then we merge
them and enter the next “while” loop. The soundness of
CPC(Cj) can be checked in O(|Cj |) time, where |Cj | is the



number of groups in Cj . Since
∑

Cj∈C
|Cj | ≤ n, checking the

soundness of all such CPC(Cj) takes O(n) time. Those Cjs
whose CPC is not sound are then recursively separated into
several clusters (lines 6-7 of FindSoundCluster); checking
the soundness of all their CPCs takes O(n) time for the same
reason. Since the recursive procedure FindSoundCluster
can run at most n rounds, the “for” loop in Split takes
O(n2) time. Therefore, the total complexity of Algorithm 3
is O(n3).

4.4 Proof of Strong Local Optimality
To prove that Algorithm 3 is strongly local optimal, we

start with some lemmas.

Lemma 4.2: In an unsound composite task T , for any
set of tasks S ⊆ T such that S is sound, ∀t1, t2 ∈ S.out,
t1.inSet(T ) = t2.inSet(T ).

Proof. Since S is sound, ∀t ∈ S.out, t.inSet(T ) =⋃
t′∈S.in t′.inSet(T ). Therefore, any two nodes in S.out has

the same inSet with respect to T .

Lemma 4.2 indicates that, after we cluster tasks in T into
C = C1, C2, ..., Cc in line 10 of procedure SPLIT , for any
sound composite task S ⊆ T , S.out must be a subset of a
cluster Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ c).

Lemma 4.3: In an unsound composite task T , for any set
of tasks S ⊆ T , if there exists S′ ⊆ T such that S′ is sound
and S′.out = S, then S′ ⊆ CPC(S).

Proof. Suppose there is an S′ ⊆ T , S′ is sound, S′.out
= S but there is a node s ∈ S′ such that s /∈ CPC(S). Then
according to the definition of CPC, s must have an output
edge that goes to somewhere else other than the nodes in
S. Since every task has at least one input and one output
edge, this output of s goes out of S′ via a set of output edges
of S′, which means there must be at least one output edge
of S′ that does not belong to S. This contradicts with the
assumption.

Lemma 4.4: In an unsound composite task T , ∀S ⊆ T , if
there exists S′ ⊆ T , such that S′ is sound and S′.out = S,
then CPC(S) is sound.

Proof. Suppose there exists an S′ such that S′ is sound,
S′.out = S and S′ 6= CPC(S). According to Lemma 4.3,
S′ ⊂ CPC(S). Then for any node s ∈ CPS(S′), {s} ³ S′.
The reason is that since s ∈ CPS(S′), each of s’s output
edges serves as an input edge of S, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Transitively, all other nodes in CPC(S′) can be merged with
S′, i.e., CPC(S′) is sound. Since S = S′.out, it is easy to
see that CPC(S) = CPC(S′). Thus, CPC(S) is sound.

S’

SS’.in

s ∈ CPS(S’) 

 
Figure 6: Lemma 4.4

Lemma 4.4 indicates that, given a set of nodes S, if we
want to find out whether there exists a sound task S′ whose

output node set is exactly S (i.e., S′.out = S), we can sim-
ply see if the complete predecessor closure of S is sound.
Besides, according to Lemma 4.3, if CPC(S) is sound, then
it is the largest sound composite task whose output node set
is exactly S.

Now we present the proof of strong local optimality of
Algorithm 3.

Theorem 4.5: Algorithm 3 is strongly local optimal.

Proof. To show that the algorithm is strongly local op-
timal, we only need to prove that, during any “while” loop
between lines 7 and 21 of Split, if the current split is not
strongly local optimal, then the algorithm guarantees to find
a set of groups that can be merged. If this is true, then it
means that the number of groups decreases at each itera-
tion, and the iteration stops when the split reaches strong
local optimality.

Suppose that in a“while” loop, the current composite task
is T . Each group is represented by a single node in T . Sup-
pose there is a set of groups, S, that can be merged. Then
our algorithm will find S in the following way:

1. Line 10 of Split splits T into C = C1, C2, ..., Cc. Ac-
cording to Lemma 4.2, ∃Cj ∈ C, S.out ⊆ Cj .

2. If S.out = Cj , then according to Lemma 4.4, CPC(Cj)
is sound. Therefore, when we visit CPC(Cj) during
the “for” loop between lines 11 and 20, a sound group
is found.

3. Otherwise, since S.out ⊆ Cj , CPC(S.out) ⊆ CPC(Cj).
Line 7 of procedure FindSoundCluster recursively
clusters tasks in Cj into C′ = C′1, C

′
2, ..., C

′
c′ based on

the inSet of each node in Cj with respect to CPC(Cj).
According to Lemma 4.2, ∃C′j′ ∈ C′, S.out ⊆ Cj′ .

4. If S.out = Cj′ , then according to Lemma 4.4, CPC(Cj′)
is sound. Therefore, a sound group is found. Other-
wise, procedure FindSoundCluster recursively clus-
ter tasks in Cj′ into a set of groups. The procedure
continues in such a way. We can observe that:

• At each clustering (line 10 in Split and line 7
in FindSoundCluster), since the set of tasks
being clustered is not sound, we at least pro-
duce two clusters. This means that the algorithm
will terminate, as the clusters become smaller and
smaller.

• At each clustering, according to Lemma 4.3, we
guarantee to produce a cluster whose CPC is a
superset of S, and this cluster becomes smaller
each time (as the nodes in it are further clustered
into at least two clusters each time). So we guar-
antee to find S eventually.

Therefore, this algorithm will always terminate, and if in
the current “while” loop, we find such an S, we merge the
nodes in it, treat it as a single task and then enter the next
“while” loop. Otherwise, the current split is strongly local
optimal and we output it.

5. EVALUATION
In our experimental evaluation, we begin with surveying

workflow views appearing in the real world (Section 5.1). To
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Figure 7: The Percentage of Unsound Views Con-
structed by Zoom

evaluate our approach, we test them on synthetic workflows
from two perspectives: the number of tasks produced when
correcting an unsound view (Section 5.2), and the time they
take to correct an unsound view (Section 5.3).

The experiments were performed on a laptop with Intel
Core(TM) 2 CPU 1.66GHZ, 2GB memory, running Win-
dows XP.

5.1 Applicability of Our Approach
We have checked workflows in the Kepler repository [4],

which contains the well-curated workflows with composite
tasks specified by domain experts. Most views in Kepler
are sound, which indicates that sound views are generally
desirable in practice, but unsound views exist even in a well-
curated workflow repository.

Manual view construction is very time consuming and can
be error prone since a workflow can have hundreds of nodes.
Workflow view construction tools, such as Zoom [5, 6], are
designed to help users construct views of workflows. Zoom
takes as input a set of user specified relevant tasks, and
generates a view that is driven by the user’s interest. Here,
we choose ten workflows from Kepler repository; for each
workflow, we randomly specify 2 sets of relevant tasks, whose
sizes are no more than 10% of the workflow size. We then
use Zoom to construct a view for it, and count the number
of unsound tasks among all the composite tasks created by
Zoom.

As shown in Figure 7, only 2 out of 20 of views gener-
ated by Zoom are sound. In addition, the percentage of
unsound tasks within an unsound view varies from 9% to
33.3%, which is a measurement of the view quality. We also
observe that there is no obvious relationship between the
view quality and the size of the workflow.

This set of experiments suggests that although sound views
are generally desirable, unsound views are often created.

5.2 Quality of Unsound View Correction
The effectiveness of our algorithms is tested on the syn-

thetic data sets in Table 1, which is measured as the size of
the refined view.

To generate synthetic workflows, we take commonly used
workflow patterns1 (e.g., parallel, sequential, etc.) and ran-
domly combine them, varying the number of atomic tasks in

1http://www.workflowpatterns.com/

Table 1: Synthesized Workflows with Different Sizes
Set # Input Size Output Size Workflow Size Task Size

Set 1 3±1 3±1 10±1 8±1
Set 2 20±2 20±2 100±10 90±10
Set 3 50±2 50±2 200±10 190±10
Set 4 80±5 80±5 300±10 290±10
Set 5 110±5 110±5 400±10 390±10
Set 6 140±10 140±10 500±10 490±10
Set 7 170±10 170±10 600±10 590±10
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Figure 8: Quality of Weakly, Strongly Local Optimal
and Optimal Algorithms

the workflow. To combine two workflow patterns, we ran-
domly connect the inputs of one pattern to the outputs of
the other. We repeatedly combine workflow patterns until
the desired workflow size is reached. Seven sets of workflows
are generated based on their sizes, as shown in Table 1. Each
set has 50 workflows; in each synthetic workflow, the number
of inputs/outputs is rougly 25% of the workflow size.

For each synthetic workflow, we create a view by randomly
choosing some atomic tasks to create a composite task. The
size of the composite task is shown in column “Task Size” in
Tables 1. We let each view have only one composite task, as
multiple composite tasks in a view are treated independently
by our algorithms, and the complexity to refine a view is
dominated by the complexity of splitting the largest unsound
task.

Since the processing time of the optimal algorithm grows
exponentially with the size of the composite task, and be-
comes unacceptable (several hours) when the workflow size
is only 12, we only test the optimal algorithm on workflows
of Set 1 in Table 1.

Figure 8 shows the quality of the three algorithms on views
of the 15 randomly selected workflows of Set 1 in Table 1.
As we can see, the number of tasks in the view refined by
the strongly local optimal algorithm is the same as that of
the optimal algorithm for many views, and is similar to the
optimal algorithm for the others. On the other hand, the
weakly local optimal algorithm may have many more tasks
in the refined view. The last column shows the average
quality of the three algorithms on all the workflows of Set
1. It indicates that the strongly local optimal algorithm has
an almost perfection quality.

Figure 9 shows the average number of tasks in the refined
views using the weakly and strongly local optimal algorithms
on workflows of Sets 1-7 in Table 1. As we can see, the num-
bers of tasks in the refined views using both the weakly and
strongly local optimal algorithms increase with the workflow
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Figure 9: Quality of Weakly, Strongly Local Optimal
Algorithms w.r.t Workflow Size

size. Moreover, the strongly local optimal algorithm consis-
tently produces fewer tasks than the weakly local optimal
one.

From the quality tests, it is shown that the strongly lo-
cal optimal algorithm produces better quality refinements
(roughly 15% better) than the weakly local optimal one. In
addition, the quality of the strongly local optimal algorithm
is quite close to the quality of the optimal algorithm.

5.3 Processing Time
The average processing time on the views of Set 1 in Ta-

ble 1 for the weakly and strongly local optimal algorithms
and for the optimal algorithm are 104 milliseconds, 41.7 mil-
liseconds and 118×106 milliseconds, respectively. Clearly,
the processing time of both the weakly and strongly local
optimal algorithms are significantly better than that of the
optimal algorithm even for small workflows. Note that the
strongly local optimal algorithm is faster than the weakly
local optimal one for this set of workflows. The reason is
that when a workflow is small, it is likely that each com-
plete predecessor closure (CPC) is already sound, and does
not need to be recursively split by procedure FindSound-
Cluster in Algorithm 3. However, the weakly local optimal
algorithm still needs to compare every pair of tasks.

Figure 10 shows the processing time of workflows of Sets
1-7 in Table 1. As we can see, when the size of workflow
is less than 600, the average processing time for both algo-
rithms is less than 0.1 second. The processing time of both
the weakly and strongly local optimal algorithms increases
with the size of the workflow. Although the strongly local
optimal algorithm generally takes more time than the weakly
local algorithm in each class, when the size of the workflow is
less than 600 the extra processing time is no more than 0.01
second. This indicates that the strongly local optimal algo-
rithm provides a more practical solution with good quality
improvements and little processing overhead compared with
the weakly local optimal one.

To summarize, the strongly local optimal algorithm is the
best overall choice regardless of workflow size. It produces
views with similar quality as the ones generated by the op-
timal algorithm with much better efficiency, which is com-
parable with the efficiency of the weakly local optimal algo-
rithm.

6. RELATED WORK
Provenance on workflows has been much studied in recent

works [14, 13, 22, 31, 7]. As workflows become large and
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Figure 10: Efficiency of Weakly, Strongly Local Op-
timal Algorithms w.r.t Workflow Size

complex, the cost of answering transitive closure queries for
provenance information becomes unacceptable. Therefore,
a number of techniques [16, 8, 5, 6] have been proposed
to reduce the complexity of provenance graph and improve
provenance calculation efficiency. One way to simplify the
provenance graph of a workflow is to create views in work-
flow management system, and the provenance information
can then be shown to users w.r.t the specified views.

Many workflow systems allow a user to manually create
composite tasks which constitute views. For instance, Ke-
pler [4], Taverna/myGrid [21] and MyExperiment [1] allow
users to specify a composite task/view through a graphical
interface or using files. [15, 25, 11] allow users to specify
views using their proposed view definition languages. [29]
enables users to retrieve views from a repository of pre-
defined views using simple keywords by dynamically con-
structing relevant views that contain both query keywords
and the dataflow among them.

There are also systems [20, 23, 5, 12, 6, 19] that construct
views automatically based on user requirements. The Zoom
system [12, 5, 6] constructs views for focusing user attention
on user-specified “relevant tasks” on a workflow, such that
(1) a composite task either contains one relevant composite
task or none, (2) there is a path between relevant composite
tasks in the view if and only if there is path between their
contained relevant tasks in the workflow, (3) the number of
non-relevant composite tasks are minimized. [20] constructs
“order-preserving” views for easing execution order analysis
on workflows. Specifically, if there is an edge between two
composite tasks Ti and Tj in a view, then for any atomic
task tm in Ti and tn in Tj , there is a path from tm to tn. In
contrast, in this paper we propose the definition of sound-
ness of a view with respect to provenance analysis. None
of existing work can guarantee that the generated views are
sound.

The term “workflow soundness” has been used in existing
works to evaluate the execution of workflow: a workflow exe-
cution is sound if and only if every process will be terminated
and there are no dangling references or dead tasks [17, 32,
18, 30, 33, 24]. In this paper, we present the notion of “view
soundness”, which refers to correct provenance analysis at
the view level.

Another related field is Program Slicing [34], which is a
program analysis technique for debugging and understand-
ing programs. It attempts to identify a set of program points
whose execution contributes to the value of a variable. Both
program slicing and data provenance analyze data depen-
dency [3, 10, 9]. Recent papers [10, 9] identifies the problem



of “incorrect dependency provenance” on programs, which
shares the same spirit of the “unsound view” problem on
workflows. No existing works, however, provide a solution
to resolve incorrect dependency provenance in programs.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Unsound views, which do not correctly preserve path in-

formation in the workflow specification, can be misleading
and lead to incorrect provenance analysis. In this paper,
we formalize and study the problem of identifying and cor-
recting unsound views. A view is sound if and only if it
preserves the data dependencies between any two compos-
ite tasks. After we identify an unsound view, we generate
a sound refinement of the view by splitting each unsound
composite task into a minimal set of sound tasks. Conse-
quently, we define the view soundness problem and the task
soundness problem, and prove that they are NP-hard. In or-
der to provide practical solutions, we introduce two criteria:
weak local optimality and strong local optimality. Then we
design polynomial time algorithms for correcting unsound
views to satisfy these criteria. Empirical evaluations show
that they efficiently generate sound view refinements with
good quality. Furthermore, the strongly local optimal algo-
rithm produces better solutions with little processing over-
head compared with the weakly local optimal algorithm.

In the future, we will investigate approximation or ran-
domized algorithms for this problem, and study how to cor-
rect unsound views with minimum cost if tasks are allowed
to be either split or merged.
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